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Abstract
Modulation of intensity with zero effort (MIEZE) is a neutron resonant spin echo techniquewhich
allows tomeasure the intermediate scattering function S(Q, τ) under depolarizing conditions. Since
MIEZEproduces a complex four dimensional dataset, we have developed the software package
MIEZEPY to reduce the dataset and extract S(Q, τ) in a user friendlymanner. This is an essential step
in establishing theMIEZE technique and improving user operation.MIEZEPYwaswritten in Python
as an open source package andwas developed onGitHub. In this paper the framework and
implementation of this package as well as the physical andmathematical principles underlying the
data reduction procedurewill be introduced to lay out the complexity of this task.

1. Introduction

Neutron Spin Echo (NSE) [1] is a Larmor labelling technique thatwas developed to study slow dynamics in
liquid solutions, polymers and spin glasses by directlymeasuring the intermediate scattering function S(Q, τ).
ForNSE and all other spin echo techniques the energy resolution is decoupled from the neutronwavelength
spread and instead encoded in the beampolarization to achieve highest energy resolution.Neutron resonance
spin echo (NRSE) [2, 3], a variation of classical NSE, replaces the long solenoidswhich generate the precession
fields with compact resonant spinflippers. This allows to adapt the technique for various science cases [4–6].
Modulation of IntEnsity with Zero Effort (MIEZE), being such amodification, is insensitive to depolarizing (e.g.
magnetic) samples or depolarizing sample environments, such as largemagnetic fields.MIEZE is furthermore
verywell-suited for incoherently scattering (e.g. hydrogen containing) samples since it does not produce the 2/3
background originating from spin flip scattering that is present for conventional NSE/NRSE. In essence,MIEZE
is a high-resolution, spin-echo, time-of-flight (TOF) techniquewhere all beampreparation is performed in front
of the sample. Typical applications forMIEZE are the investigation of quantumphase transitions,
superconductors, vortex lattices, skyrmions, ferromagneticmaterials and hydrogen containing samples [7]. The
MIEZE technique is implemented at the RESEDA [8, 9] beamline at theHeinzMaier-Leibnitz Zentrum (MLZ), a
reactor source inGermany, theVIN-ROSE beamline at the spallation source J-PARC, Japan [10], as well as at the
LARMOR instrument at ISIS, UnitedKingdom [11].

In aMIEZE experiment the intermediate scattering function S(Q, τ) ismeasured for different Fourier times τ
by varying themodulation frequency 2Δω of the sinusoidally intensitymodulated neutron beam,where
Δω=ωb−ωa is the frequency difference of the first and second resonant flipper. The Fourier time τ is directly
proportional to themodulation frequency. During ameasurement the detector samples each period of the signal
with 16 time channels and repeatedly sums up the counts in each time channel overmany periods of the sine.
The readout frequency of the detector is phase locked to themodulation frequency to assure a stable assignment
to the time channels during the integration time. This process happens for every detector pixel leading to a
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complex data structure. The software packageMIEZEPYpresented here allows to reduce such datasets into a
user friendly format and extract the intermediate scattering function S(Q, τ).

2.MIEZEdata reduction

In the following section the process of data reductionwill be explained to elucidate the complexity of the
procedure and the challenges it poses for a user friendly data reduction software. Typically forMIEZE, 2d
position sensitive detectors are employed to achieve high spatial resolution. In addition to the necessary time
resolution, this leads to a 3d dataset. To increase detector efficiency, someMIEZEdetectors contain several
consecutive detection foils adding another dimension to the dataset.

TheMIEZEPY software was developed at theMLZbased on datasets produced by the resonant neutron spin
echo spectrometer RESEDA. RESEDAuses aCASCADEdetector [12]with 8 detection foils where each datafile
has the dimensions: 128·128 (pixel)·16 (time channels)·8 (detector foils) leading to datafiles with a size of
8 MBper Fourier time.

In contrast toNSE, the intensity of theMIEZE signal varies in time. Each time channelmeasures the intensity
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for an arbitrary sinusoidal intensity, with a phase tc0f f= D · , which depends on the number of the time
channel tc and thewidth of each time channel time channels2f pD = # . The contrast reduction is then given
by the sinc-function in equation (1) and amounts to 0.64% for 16 time channels. Since this factor applies for the
datasets as well as the resolutionmeasurement, it cancels in normalization and does not influence the
intermediate scattering function.

Although in the following the process is described on the basis of the spectrometer RESEDA, the software
can be used for any number of foils, number of time channels and spatial resolution of the detector.

Figure 1 explains the data reduction schematically. Starting from the full four-dimensional dataset for one
Fourier time (1(a)), the different detection foils are initially corrected separately (steps (b) through (e) infigure 1)
before the information of different foils can be combined. Firstly, phase corrections due toflight path differences
and foil distortions (see section 3 formore details) are applied to every pixel on each foil separately (1(b)(c)).
Afterwards, the sinusoidal signal is in phase in every pixel and a region of interest (ROI) can be chosen (1(d)).
Then the intensities of all pixels within the ROI and the selected foils are summed up for each of the 16 time
channels (1(d)(e)).

The resulting intensity I t ,tc wD( ), where ttc is the discrete time channel, is considered to follow a Poisson
statistic with the error t I t, ,I tc tcd w wD = D( ) ( ) . This I(ttc,Δω) is thenfit with a sine function f t ,tc wD =( )
a t msin 2 16tcw p f w wD + D + D( ) · ( · ( )) ( ), where a is the amplitude,f is the phase shift andm is the
median offset with their respective fit errors δa(Δω), δf(Δω) and δm(Δω). Both a andm (and their respective
error) are normalized over the neutronmonitor to avoid reactor flux dependent errors leading to am andmm
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Note that in the absence of a backgroundmeasurement, all background related values can be set to zero to yield
the contrast and the associated error.

The Fourier time τmay be calculated from instrument parameters:
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withmn andλ the neutronmass andwavelength and Lsd the sample detector distance. The scattering vectorQ
may be calculated from the scattering angle 2Θwhich is composed of the angle of the secondary spectrometer
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arm and the position of the ROI on the detector. As a result it is possible towriteC(Δω) asC(τmieze). The contrast
depending solely on the Fourier time can be identifiedwith the intermediate scattering function S(Q, τ) under
the assumption of small energy transfers in comparisonwith the incident neutron energy, i.e. where the spin
echo assumption holds [13]. In the case of large energy transfers a numerical calculation needs to be used. This
procedure is described elsewhere [14] andwill later be added toMIEZEPY.

3. Correction of detector effects

Two effects cause flight path differences from the sample to the detector and therefore phase differences. On the
one hand, typicalMIEZE detectors areflat leading to concentric phase rings around the detector center as
depicted infigure 2(a). On the other hand, the detector surfacemight be distorted. This foil height profile results
in an additional phase shift depending on the individual detector and detector foil. A particularly drastic
example is shown in figure 2(b). These effects lead to a phase difference between two pixels on the detector which
can bewritten as

L v L v, , 2 , 5SD SDf w wD D D = D D( ) · ( )

where LSDD corresponds to theflight path difference and v to the neutron velocity [15, 16]. This difference is
visualized infigure 2(c1) for two pixels at different distances to the detector center. This effect depends on the
used Fourier time and becomes significant for τ0.1 ns. Summing the intensities of various pixels in a ROI
with different phases, the resulting contrast is reduced. Infigure 2(c2) the sinusoidal intensity as function of time
is shown for pixel one and two frompanel (b). The contrast of the sumof these two intensities is lower than the
ideal case.

To correct for the phase rings and the foil distortions, wemeasure the height profile of the individual
detector foils. For this, the detector is illuminated homogeneously using an elastic scatterer at a suitable
modulation frequency, chosen in away that phase differences are close to 2π over thewhole detector. The
sinusoidal signal isfitted for every individual pixel to determine the phase in each of them.Using equation (5) the
distanceΔLSD of the pixel from the ideal positionmay be extracted. The distance shift due to theflight path from
the sample (figure 2(a)) needs to be subtracted to obtain the foil height profile. Using this profile, the phase can
be calculated for anymodulation frequency and thus a correction can be applied to any Fourier time using

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the data reduction process. (a)The four-dimensional dataset generated by the CASCADE
neutron detector comprises 128 ·128 (pixel) ·16 (time channels) ·8 (detector foils) per instrument setting (Fourier time). (b)–(c)The
raw data for one detector foil is corrected for phase rings and foil distortions. (d)A region of interest (ROI) is selected and (e) counts
from all pixels in the ROI are summed up. Steps (b)–(e) are repeated for all detector foils where theMIEZE signal is visible. The counts
of the selected foils are summed up time channel wise. (f)A sine isfitted to the data and the contrast C is calculated for this Fourier time
τ. (g)Contrast values for various Fourier times yield the reduced spectrum.
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equation (5). This calculated phase shift is then translated into a time channel index shift of

n 16 2 %16 6f p= D( · ) ( )

for 16 time channels. For every pixel all time channel indices are shifted by this amount n. Since every detector
foil has a different distortion, the procedure needs to be repeated for every foil. In principle, thismethod can be
incorporated into the instrument control software to correct data already upon recording.

Alternatively, the resolutionmeasurement recorded for every Fourier time can be used to determine the
relative phase shift of the individual pixels.With this phase shift the sample data is then corrected as described
above. The disadvantage of thismethod is that very high statistics are required for each resolutionmeasurement
compared to the aforementioned determination of the height profile which is performed only once for the
detector.

After the phase correction is performed, a possible error in phasemay still remain since the phase shift can
only be performed in the discrete steps of the time bins. Themaximumdeviation for one pixel is equivalent to
one time channel, however a ROI contains>100 pixels. For a constant probability of phase shifts throughout all
pixels, the error is 0.648%.

The phase correction is successful if the phase differences after the correction are smaller than a time
channel. Rearranging equation (5)we find the limit for the phase precision
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for a dataset withwavelengthλdata and frequency differenceΔωdata. L el,SD
sD is the error of the foil distortion

which is determined from the error of the phase
el

sf in the elasticmeasurement and the corresponding frequency
difference elwD andwavelengthλel. Hereby it is assumed that the uncertainties in the sample detector distance,
frequencies andwavelengths can be neglected, since they are very small andwould lead to a constant phase offset
in all pixels and therefore not to phase differences.

MIEZE is a spin-echo technique and the signal is only observable in afinite region around the spin-echo
point where the detector is placed. The spatial width of theMIEZE signal decreases with increasingmodulation
frequency 2Δω as described inmore detail in [13, 17]. At RESEDA, a detector with eight consecutive foils is
employed to increase the detector efficiency [12]. At short Fourier times, the signal is observable on all detector
foils whereas for highest Fourier times it is detectable only on one foil as shownonfigure 2(d). Detector foils with
an insufficient contrast are excluded fromdata reduction.

Figure 2. (a) Schematic visualization of howdifferences in theflight path create phase-rings on aflat detector. (b)Plot of the distortion
of one of the RESEDAdetector foils. (c) Schematic explanation of the difference in the spatial acquisitionwhich induces a shift of the
temporal sine function and thus a reduction in the overall contrast. (d) Schematic representation of the size of theMIEZE signal in
spacewith respect to the detection foils
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4. Software architecture

AMIEZEdata reduction software has to fulfill several requirements. The used programming language should be
readable for common scientific staff and still provide enough flexibility to implement complex algorithms and
multi-processing. Furthermore, aGUI solution that satisfies themodernmodel/view/controller architecture is
desirable [18]. Finally, the implementation on different platforms should be effortless.

Python [19]was chosen forMIEZEPY as it is the thirdmost popular programming language [20] and is
widely usedwithin the scientific community [21]. Python is open-source and distributed under theGNU
General Public License (GPL). It offers amultitude of scientific packages like numpy [22] and scipy [23] and is
supported onWindows,MacOs and Linux.Whilemultiple GUI packages are available to design and implement
GUIs in Python, PyQt [24]was chosen because it offers a comparable visual design across all platforms PyQt
consists of bindings exposing all objects ofTheQt CompanyʼsQt application framework [25] to Python.Qt has a
highlymaintained documentation andGUI design tools, thus, allowing a rapid design and implementation of
theGUI. It also supportsmodel/view/controller architecture [18], bringingMIEZEPY in linewith amodern
software development philosophy. Choosing PyQt allows the use of the open source SimplePlot [26] package
(based on PyQtGraph [27]) for data visualization. It offers both efficient and interactive visualization of 2d and
3d data.

4.1.Organization
The structure of the software needs to be optimized to perform specific tasks while facilitatingmaintainability
and testing. Therefore, the core functionality, such as the phase correction or reduction procedure, is separated
from theGUI logic. They are separated into two folders:

• Core: encapsulating the I/O, datamanagement, reduction and fitting.

• GUI : user interface framework and business logic including all the dialogues, buttons and visualizations.

A schematic representation of the software architecture is presented infigure 4(a). Nomodule declaredwithin
theCore should at any point include (import in the case of Python) amodule from theGUI. Scripts for phase
correction and reduction can be accessed via theGUI to gain flexibility. Themodules in theCore should also
include tests that can be implemented via continuous implementation tools. The next subsections treat the data
organization as well as the phase correction and contrast calculation in detail.

4.1.1. The Core: Implementation of the phase correction
The phase correction consists of twomethods explained in section 3. The twomethods differ only in how they
calculate the correction patternwhile they use the same correction procedure on the dataset.

The height profile procedure uses a priori knowledge from the neutron flight path to individual detector
pixels combinedwith an established height profile of the detector foils. Starting from the uncorrected data
shown infigure 3(a), theMIEZEPYpackage proceeds as follows:

(i) The height profile of the detector is loaded as a three dimensional array consisting of the foil number, the x
and y pixels. A representation of the foil distortion can be seen infigure 3(d).

(ii) In a second step the expected phase on each pixel of the detector is calculated using only the neutron flight
path variation for each Fourier time as shown infigure 3(e).

(iii) A four dimensional array representing the phase shift induced by the flight path and foil height variation is
created for each foil and Fourier time at each pixel position. Since the sinusoidal signal is discretized in the
dataset due to the 16 time channels, the phase shift needs to be discretized accordingly (c.f. figure 3(b)). This
map is called the phase correction patternwhich indicates by howmany time channels each pixel needs to
be shifted to obtain the highest phase coherence on the foil.

This process assumes that the foil distortion did not change between the high exposure acquisition and the
currentmeasurement.When the height profilemeasurement is either outdated or not present, it is possible to
use the resolutionmeasurement of the currentmeasurement to perform the phase correction instead:

(i) Atfirst, the resolutionmeasurement is fitted to extract the phase on each pixel and foil. If the intensity in one
pixel is insufficient, neighboring pixels are combined.

(ii) The phases are discretized according to the 16 time channels and the phase correction pattern is created.
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(iii) This process has to be repeated for each Fourier time individually.

Both processes above result in a phase correction pattern for each Fourier time that has to be applied to the
dataset. Each time channel is shifted according to the phase correction pattern. Given the uncorrected phase in
figure 3(a) and the correction pattern infigure 3(b), the coherent phase representation infigure 3(c) is obtained.

4.1.2. The Core: Implementation of the contrast calculation
Once the phase has been corrected, the signal in each pixel on each detector foil has the same phase and,
therefore, the intensities can be summed over a region of interest. The contrast is the amplitude divided by the
mean value of the sinusoidal fit of the data where each detector foil is summed up.

(i) The contrast is determined for each Fourier time of the dataset as well as for the resolutionmeasurement.

(ii) Dividing the contrast of the dataset by the contrast of the resolution measurement, the resolution effects of
the spectrometer are corrected and the intermediate scattering function S(Q, τ) is obtained.

(iii) As an initial guess, the intermediate scattering function (figure 1(g)) for each parameter is fitted by a simple
exponential decrease.

4.1.3. TheGUI: An intuitive work-flow
TheGUI inMIEZEPY tries to follow a philosophywhere thework-flowof reducingMIEZE datasets is self
explanatory. A panel representationwas chosen forMIEZEPY to avoidmany overlappingwindows. Each panel
that can be selected from the left hand side navigator represents a distinct step in the reduction process. They are
to be used consecutively from the top to the bottom. The six thematic panels are organized as follows:

• Environmentmanagement panel: InMIEZEPY, eachmeasurement series which can be normalizedwith the
same resolution curve can be grouped in one environment. Each environment contains exactly one resolution
measurement and all corresponding datasets. The associated panel servesmostly themanagement of loaded
environments.

• Datamanagement panel:Here, the 4ddatasets at a given echo time for a givenparameter such as temperature or
magneticfield, are selected, visualized and loaded into the correct environment. This canbe seen infigure 4(b).

• Maskmanagement panel: In this panel,masks can be created and visualized. Themasks can be used either for
the phase correction using the resolutionmeasurement or as ROIs in the data reduction.

• Phase correction and data reduction panel: Here, the parameters for data reduction are chosen such as the
background and resolutionmeasurement, themethod for phase correction andwhich foils to consider. The

Figure 3. (a)Themeasured phase on a given detector foil, Fourier time and time channel. (b)Representation of the correction pattern
obtained from a height profile procedure. (c)Corrected phase from (a) using the correction pattern of (b). (d)Height profile used for
the height profile procedure. (e)Calculated phase shift induced by flight path variations used for the height profile procedure.
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data reduction is organized in scripts which are filled and started by theGUI. Furthermore, the scripts can be
edited directly to retain flexibility. The panel contains a quick view of the data that allows preliminary insights
onwhat the reduction processmight yield. This can be seen infigure 4(c).

• Reduction result visualization panel: After the contrast calculation in the previous step, the data reduction
results fromdifferent environments can be visualized. The data can be exported as a structured text file or an
image file. An example is shown infigure 4(d).

• Input output (I/O) panel: The saving of an environment writes themasks, scripts and organization of the data
files to the hard disk, where the latter symbolically points to the current location of the data. Loading these files
generates the described environment. This allows to share the project easily between different scientists and
creates a detailed documentation of the data reduction process.

An example for an experiment whichwas evaluatedwith this software is the investigation offluctuation
skyrmion textures inMnSi, shown in the screen-shots infigures 4(b)–(d). A detailled discussion of this example
will be part of an upcoming publication [28].

4.2. Availability, documentation and continuous integration
The software package is written in Python and licensed underGNUGeneral Public License v2.0. The copyright
belongs to JCNS (JülichCenter forNeutron Scattering) and the the TUM (TechnischeUniversitätMünchen).
The package is freely accessible under its GitHub repository at https://github.com/scgmlz/NSE_Soft and can
be forked andmodified. Specificmodifications or improvements can be requested either through an issue
creation onGitHub or by contacting themaintainers by email.

A documentation is currently under development and is accessible online at https://scgmlz.github.io/
MIEZEPY_website/. It is supposed to reachmaturity throughout the end of 2019.

5. Conclusion

Wehave presented the software packageMIEZEPY, a user-friendly tool with graphical interface for the data
reduction ofMIEZE data.MIEZEPY is written in Python and PyQt and developed onGitHub as an open source
package. The purpose ofMIEZEPY is the reduction of the complex 4dMIEZE dataset and extraction of the
intermediate scattering function S(Q, τ). The software is capable of correcting the phase rings that appear at high

Figure 4. (a)Schematic representationof the software architecture.Core andGUI are separated.The latter calls upon the former to perform
the correction and reduction tasks. (b)Exampleof thedata panelwith loadeddata. (c)Thephase correction and reductionpanel showing
thequick view tab. (d)The intermediate scattering function S(Q,τ)obtained fromthedataset in (b) as depicted in the visualizationpanel.
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Fourier times as a consequence of the flat detector as well as foil distortions with twomethods, namely the height
profilemethod and the resolutionmethod. Furthermore, all detector foils in case of theCASCADEdetector can
be automatically summedup tomake use of the full detector efficiency. The reduced data can be exported into a
structured text file for further analysis by the user. In addition, the software offers tofit S(Q, τ)with a simple
exponential decay as an initial guess.

In the future,more complex fitting procedures will be available, once such a feature is included in
SimplePlot. This will enhance the capabilities ofMIEZEPY towards a data analysis tool. An additional future
development includes the non-locking of theGUI through the phase correction and contrast calculation, which
can be achieved bymoving these processes to different threads. At this stage ofmaturity we expect to reach
version 1.0.0 ofMIEZEPY. Furthermore, it is desirable to include the correction procedures used in and
developed forMIEZEPY also in theNICOS instrument control software. This would allow for an online
preliminary data analysis and a better user experience.
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